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What are sources of TeV−PeV neutrinos?

Image Credit: IceCube Collaboration
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FIG. 2. Deposited energies of observed events with predic-
tions. The hashed region shows uncertainties on the sum of
all backgrounds. Muons (red) are computed from simulation
to overcome statistical limitations in our background mea-
surement and scaled to match the total measured background
rate. Atmospheric neutrinos and uncertainties thereon are de-
rived from previous measurements of both the ⇡/K and charm
components of the atmospheric ⌫

µ

spectrum [9]. A gap larger
than the one between 400 and 1000 TeV appears in 43% of
realizations of the best-fit continuous spectrum.

A purely atmospheric explanation for these events is
strongly disfavored by their properties. The observed
deposited energy distribution extends to much higher en-
ergies (above 2 PeV, Fig. 2) than expected from the ⇡/K
atmospheric neutrino background, which has been mea-
sured up to 100 TeV [9]. While a harder spectrum is ex-
pected from atmospheric neutrinos produced in charmed
meson decay, this possibility is constrained by the ob-
served angular distribution. Although such neutrinos
are produced isotropically, approximately half [27, 28]
of those in the southern hemisphere are produced with
muons of high enough energy to reach IceCube and trig-
ger our muon veto. This results in a southern hemisphere
charm rate ⇠50% smaller than the northern hemisphere
rate, with larger ratios near the poles. Our data show no
evidence of such a suppression, which is expected at some
level from any atmospheric source of neutrinos (Fig. 3).

As in [11], we quantify these arguments using a likeli-
hood fit in arrival angle and deposited energy to a com-
bination of background muons, atmospheric neutrinos
from ⇡/K decay, atmospheric neutrinos from charmed
meson decay, and an isotropic 1:1:1 astrophysical E�2

test flux, as expected from charged pion decays in cos-
mic ray accelerators [30–33]. The fit included all events
with 60TeV < E

dep

< 3PeV. The expected muon
background in this range is below 1 event in the 3-year
sample, minimizing imprecisions in modeling the muon
background and threshold region. The normalizations of
all background and signal neutrino fluxes were left free
in the fit, without reference to uncertainties from [9],

FIG. 3. Arrival angles of events with E
dep

> 60TeV, as used
in our fit and above the majority of the cosmic ray muon back-
ground. The increasing opacity of the Earth to high energy
neutrinos is visible at the right of the plot. Vetoing atmo-
spheric neutrinos by muons from their parent air showers de-
presses the atmospheric neutrino background on the left. The
data are described well by the expected backgrounds and a
hard astrophysical isotropic neutrino flux (gray lines). Col-
ors as in Fig. 2. Variations of this figure with other energy
thresholds are in the online supplement [29].

for maximal robustness. The penetrating muon back-
ground was constrained with a Gaussian prior reflecting
our veto e�ciency measurement. We obtain a best-fit
per-flavor astrophysical flux (⌫ + ⌫̄) in this energy range
of E2�(E) = 0.95 ± 0.3 ⇥ 10�8 GeV cm�2 s�1 sr�1 and
background normalizations within the expected ranges.
Quoted errors are 1� uncertainties from a profile like-
lihood scan. This model describes the data well, with
both the energy spectrum (Fig. 2) and arrival directions
(Fig. 3) of the events consistent with expectations for an
origin in a hard isotropic 1:1:1 neutrino flux. The best-fit
atmospheric-only alternative model, however, would re-
quire a charm normalization 3.6 times higher than our
current 90% CL upper limit from the northern hemi-
sphere ⌫

µ

spectrum [9]. Even this extreme scenario is
disfavored by the energy and angular distributions of the
events at 5.7� using a likelihood ratio test.

Fig. 4 shows a fit using a more general model in which
the astrophysical flux is parametrized as a piecewise func-
tion of energy rather than a continuous unbroken E�2

power law. As before, we assume a 1:1:1 flavor ratio and
isotropy. While the reconstructed spectrum is compati-
ble with our earlier E�2 ansatz, an unbroken E�2 flux
at our best-fit level predicts 3.1 additional events above
2 PeV (a higher energy search [10] also saw none). This
may indicate, along with the slight excess in lower en-
ergy bins, either a softer spectrum or a cuto↵ at high
energies. Correlated systematic uncertainties in the first
few points in the reconstructed spectrum (Fig. 4) arise
from the poorly constrained level of the charm atmo-
spheric neutrino background. The presence of this softer
(E�2.7) component would decrease the non-atmospheric



Quick summary of IceCube neutrinos

• From tens of TeV to a few PeV 
• Tens of events: 37 in published paper, 17 more in preliminary results 
• Atmospheric neutrino origin is excluded 
• Consistent with isotropic distribution and no sign of spatial clustering 
• Consistent with flavour equipartition

Observation of Astrophysical Neutrinos in Four Years of IceCube Data C. Kopper

Figure 7: Arrival directions of the events in galactic coordinates. Shower-like events are marked with +
and those containing tracks with ⇥. Colors show the test statistics (TS) for the point-source clustering test
at each location. No significant clustering was found.

6. Future Plans

Other searches in IceCube have managed to reduce the energy threshold for a selection of start-
ing events even further in order to be better able to describe the observed flux and its properties [5],
but at this time they have only been applied to the first two years of data used for this study. We will
continue these lower-threshold searches and will extend them to the full set of data collected by
IceCube. Because of its simplicity and its robustness with respect to systematics when compared
to more detailed searches, the search presented here is well suited towards triggering and providing
input for follow-up observations by other experiments. In the future, we thus plan to continue this
analysis in a more automated manner in order to update the current results with more statistics and
to produce alerts as an input for multi-messenger efforts.
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(re-fit with priors on prompt)

IceCube Preliminary

Figure 5: Contour plot of the best-fit astrophysical spectral index gastro vs. best-fit normalization at
100TeV, Fastro. Shown are the fit of three years of data, re-fit with a prior on the charm component
in yellow (“HESE-3year”). The best-fit point is marked with a yellow star. The previous fit as shown
in [3] is marked with a black “⇥” (this fit used an unconstrained charm component). The fit of all four
years of data using the same method is shown in purple (“HESE-4year”) with a best-fit spectral index
of E�2.58±0.25, compatible with the 3-year result (although, note that the data used for the 3-year re-
sult is a subset of the 4-year result and thus the two are not independent.) The best-fit power law is
E2

f(E) = 2.2±0.7⇥10�8(E/100TeV)�0.58GeVcm�2s�1sr�1.

IceCube Preliminary

Figure 6: Astrophysical neutrino flux (combined neutrino and anti-neutrino) as a function of energy ex-
tracted from a combined likelihood fit of all background components and several pieces of E�2 components
in neutrino energy. Error bars indicate the 2DL =±1 contours of the flux in each energy bin. An increase
in the charm atmospheric background to the level of the 90% CL limit from the northern hemisphere n

µ

spectrum [4] would reduce the inferred astrophysical flux at low energies to the level shown for comparison
in light gray.
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Possible astrophysical explanations

Diffuse Coma 3

Figure 1. GBT total intensity image (using DEC scans only) with all NVSS emission subtracted out. (14.25′×13′ beam). Contours start at 20 mJy beam−1

(3σ ) and increase in steps of 20 mJy beam−1. The bright background source Coma A (3C 277.3) was fit and subtracted out by hand, although a small residual
is still seen as the burnt out spot towards the northern part of the relic.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Extended Relic

The relic emission shown in Fig. 1 is much larger and more diffuse
than has been previously seen. Giovannini et al. (1991) measured a
total extent for the relic of 25′ using the WSRT and VLA. Our sub-
traction of Coma A by hand, and the residuals that are left behind,
makes a clean interpretation of Fig. 1 difficult. Based on the quality
of the subtraction for other point-sources in the image, which show
at most a 10% residual extending up to 9′ from the peak of emis-
sion, real extended emission appears not only to the South, but also
to the West and slightly North of Coma A. However, based solely
on this total intensity image, we characterize the extended relic as
a tentative detection. The diffuse relic as seen by the GBT extends
through Coma A into the NW, with a total extent of 67′, or 2 Mpc at
the redshift of the Coma cluster. The 408 MHz image of Kronberg
et al. (2007) also shows emission extending this far (and farther) to
the NW of the known relic, but the halo and relic are not cleanly
separated at those frequencies. The centre of the extended relic is
∼75′ (2.2 Mpc) from the X-ray cluster centre.

We also detect the extended relic in linear polarization in the
1.4 GHz GBT measurements (Fig. 2, top), with a fractional polar-
ization between 12-17%. The polarization angle (PA) varies mono-
tonically from South to North by∼40◦, separated into three distinct
patches. This would be inconsistent with a single shock structure if
the angles were intrinsic to the source. This variation in polariza-
tion angle, however, is typical of that seen in the polarized Galac-
tic background over similar scales (Tucci et al. 2002) and is likely
due to foreground Faraday modulation. There is also the additional
complication from the Coma A subtraction, which we performed
by hand in the Q and U images. We also detect the polarized emis-
sion from the tailed radio galaxy NGC4789 as the bright yellow
patch (T) at the southwest edge of the relic. The bright green patch
of polarized emission (B) at 12h56m37s, 28d16’ is associated with
a distant radio galaxy mapped by Rogora et al. (1986) and also

visible in FIRST (Becker et al. 1995). There is no counterpart to
the nucleus visible in the DSS, although the source was apparently
misidentified by Fanti et al. (1975) with an optical object on the
eastern lobe. The other patches of polarized flux in Fig. 2 do not
appear to be associated with either galactic or extragalactic total
intensity structures. Fortunately, almost all of the polarized flux
from Coma A is in the Stokes U component of our GBT image.
We therefore plot the absolute value of Stokes Q contours without
Coma A subtraction in Fig. 2 (middle) with polarization vectors
(0.5 tan−1(UQ )). Again, the polarized emission extends up-to and
past Coma A.

We also sought further confirmation of this extended relic
using independent data. Rudnick & Brown (2009) produced all-
sky maps of polarized intensity from the NVSS by convolving
P =

!

Q2+U2 to 800′′, roughly the same resolution as our GBT
images. Fig. 2 shows the 800′′ NVSS polarization image in the
field around the relic. The extended relic, to the west and north of
Coma A, as well as emission from Coma A, is clearly present in the
NVSS, and extends even farther North at lower levels. In addition,
the 11 cm single dish polarized image of Andernach et al. (1984;
Fig. 2) shows emission extending from the known relic 1253+275
and passing just West and then North of Coma A, in agreement with
Fig. 2.

The total flux density of the radio relic is highly uncertain due
to the patchy galactic emission evident in the GBT images and the
confusion from Coma A; it is between 200-500 mJy at 1.41 GHz.
Giovannini et al. (2001) measured only 160 mJy at 1.4 GHz with
the VLA, though they are likely missing a significant amount of
flux. They find a best fit power-law to the data at other frequencies
that predicts ≥200 mJy at 1.4 GHz.

The relic, as seen in our 352 MHz image, is only ∼28′ long
before it becomes confused by Coma A. It has a flux density of
1700 mJy, comparable to the 326 MHz value of 1400 mJy given
by Giovannini et al. (1991). There are several reasons why the ex-
tended relic is seen in the GBT 1.4 GHz images and not clearly in
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Possible astrophysical explanations
A simplified view of blazars: the neutrino background 9

Dermer 2014). Our approach has some similarities but
many di↵erences with previous work, as detailed below.

5.3.1 Similarities

(i) the BL Lac �-ray emission has a (photo)hadronic
origin (at least for the models presented in Fig. 4);

(ii) in BL Lacs the targets for photopion interactions
are the low-energy synchrotron photons.

5.3.2 Di↵erences

(i) we use as a starting point the knowledge gained
from detailed SED fitting of BL Lacs instead of using a
generic neutrino spectrum (e.g. Mannheim, Protheroe &
Rachen 2001; Kistler, Stanev, & Yüksel 2014; Murase,
Inoue & Dermer 2014). By establishing a connection be-
tween the �-ray and neutrino emission for each source
(see eqs. 2 – 5), we are able to assign to each simulated
BL Lac in the Monte Carlo code a unique neutrino spec-
trum. We then calculate the NBG by summing up the
fluxes of all sources in each energy bin;

(ii) for the calculation of the NBG we do not normalise
a priori a generic neutrino spectrum to the extragalactic
�-ray background (EGB) (e.g. Mannheim 1995; Mücke et
al. 2003). In fact, we do not need to, as our simulation
naturally reproduces the observed EGB above 10 GeV
(Giommi & Padovani 2015);

(iii) the NBG spectrum is not a priori normalised to
the IceCube observations (e.g. Tavecchio & Ghisellini
2015). Instead, for a specific choice of Y

⌫�

, which is the
only tuneable parameter in our framework, we compare
our model predictions with the IceCube data;

(iv) the maximum proton energy is taken to be a few
times larger than the threshold energy for photopion in-
teractions with the peak energy synchrotron photons of
the low-energy hump. This is usually lower than the val-
ues used in previous studies (e.g. Halzen & Zas 1997;
Mücke et al. 2003), which also explains the di↵erence in
the peak energies of the NBG;

(v) the �-ray emission of individual BL Lacs in our ap-
proach is a combination of synchrotron radiation emitted
by electron-positron pairs produced through ⇡± decay
and synchrotron self-Compton from primary electrons.
The cascade emission initiated by ⇡0 �-rays has a negli-
gible e↵ect in the formation of the blazar SED. This is
in contrast to previous studies, where the blazar �-ray
emission is explained either as proton synchrotron radia-
tion (e.g. Mücke et al. 2003) or as cascade emission (e.g.
Halzen & Zas 1997; Kistler, Stanev, & Yüksel 2014).

5.3.3 Detailed comparison

Fig. 4 compares the predicted neutrino background for
our benchmark case for all BL Lacs (blue solid line) and
HBL (blue dotted line) with some of the previous results.
In chronological order, these are: Mannheim (1995) (long
dashed cyan line, upper limits at low energies), Halzen &
Zas (1997) (short dashed green line), Mücke et al. (2003)
(dot long-dashed black lines), and Tavecchio & Ghisellini
(2015) (dot short-dashed magenta line). The two curves

0.1 1 10 100

Figure 4. The predicted neutrino background per neutrino
flavour for Y

⌫�

= 0.8 and E
break

= 200 GeV, �� = 0.5,
for all BL Lacs (blue solid line) and HBL (blue dotted line)
compared to previous results. Namely, in chronological or-
der: Mannheim (1995) (long dashed cyan line; upper limits at
low energies), Halzen & Zas (1997) (short dashed green line),
Mücke et al. (2003) (dot long-dashed black lines: LBL, upper
curve; HBL, lower curve), and Tavecchio & Ghisellini (2015)
(dot short-dashed magenta line). The (red) filled points are
the data points from IceCube Collaboration (2014), while the
open points are the 3� upper limits. See text for details.

from Mücke et al. (2003) represent the maximum contri-
bution expected from LBL (upper curve) and HBL (lower
curve), respectively. A few things about Fig. 4 are worth
mentioning:

(i) the model by Mannheim (1995) at first glance is the
one that best describes the IceCube data. This, taken at
face value, would imply that radio-loud AGN explain the
entire NBG, something that contradicts the preliminary
IceCube results of Glüsenkamp et al. (2015), who find
a maximal contribution from Fermi 2LAC (Ackermann
et al. 2011) blazars ⇠ 20%. However, since it gives only
upper limits at low energies, it could be still reconciled
with the data. This model has a very di↵erent shape as
compared to the others because it includes two hadronic
components, i.e. a low-energy soft one (E

⌫

. 2 PeV), pro-
duced through pp collisions of the escaping CRs from the
blazar jet with the ambient medium, and a high-energy
flat one (E

⌫

& 2 PeV), related to p⇡ interactions of CRs
with the synchrotron photons in the blazar jet;

(ii) the model by Halzen & Zas (1997), although very
close to ours at low energies, lies above the 3� upper
limits at E

⌫

& 5 PeV, while the sum of the two curves
by Mücke et al. (2003) remains consistently below the
IceCube data. Although the model curve of Tavecchio &
Ghisellini (2015) passes through the data points, this is
by construction, i.e. the NBG was a priori normalised to
the IceCube data. Moreover, this model might also con-

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–13
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Figure 5. Diffuse gamma-ray (in magenta) and neutrino intensity (in dashed black) E2I(E) as
a function of the energy for our canonical model, assuming ΓSB = 2.05, 2.15 and 2.3 (from top to
bottom). The Fermi data [5] are marked in red, while the IceCube region is plotted in light blue [35].
The EBL attenuation is taken into account for gamma rays (magenta continue lines), the diffuse
gamma-ray intensity without EBL attenuation is plotted with magenta dashed lines for comparison.

1068 and NGC 4945 as starburst galaxies [5]. Similarly Fermi finds that the Circinus galaxy,

– 13 –

SFG/SB

Tamborra et al., 1404.1189
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Figure 7. Diffuse νµ intensity as a function of the neutrino energy after flavor oscillations for the
HL-GRB (blue band), LL-GRB (violet band) and sGRB (orange band) families. The bands represent
uncertainties related to the luminosity functions and local rates (Table 1), whereas all the other
GRB parameters are fixed to the canonical values. The best fit estimation of the high-energy diffuse
neutrino flux as in [43] is plotted in light blue, while the blue dot (IC-GRB) marks the upper limit of
the GRB diffuse neutrino flux from the IceCube Collaboration [20]. The diffuse neutrino background
from GRB fireballs is smaller than the observed high-energy IceCube neutrino flux in the sub-PeV
energy range and it scales differently as a function of the neutrino energy.

For each population X, we implement the analytical recipe described in Sec. 3 and auto-
matically define the neutrino energy spectrum according to the specific hierarchy among the
different cooling processes for each (L̃iso, z). Note as for luminosities and redshifts different
than the ones adopted in Figs. 2, 3 and 4, the hierarchy among the cooling times changes.
For example, we find that the adiabatic cooling becomes relevant for pions and kaons when
L̃iso is on the lower tail of the studied luminosity interval for all the three GRB families.

We do not include HL-GRBs and sGRBs whose parameters (L̃iso, z) violate the condition
τγγ ≤ 1 (Eq. 3.22) in our calculations. However, for the assumed input parameters, τγγ > 1
is realized only for sources with z > 7 and with luminosities at the upper extreme of their
interval. Therefore, our computation might underestimate the expected diffuse flux only by
a few % since the diffuse neutrino flux is not affected from sources at z > 7.

Figure 7 shows the diffuse high-energy neutrino intensity for the HL-GRB (light-blue
band), LL-GRB (violet band) and sGRB (orange band) components as a function of the
neutrino energy. Each band takes into account the uncertainty due to the LF determination
as from Table 1.
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Fig. 2. Total gamma-ray and neutrino intensities (right) due to hadronic interactions in galaxy clusters, for 100% loud clusters, and the correspond-
ing radio counts due to synchrotron emission from secondary electrons (left). From top to bottom, we plot the cases with B≫ BCMB, B = 1 µG and
0.5 µG, respectively. For comparison, the Fermi (Fermi-LAT collaboration 2014) and IceCube (Aartsen et al. 2014b) data are shown in the panels
on the right. The neutrino intensity is meant for all flavours. All the plotted intensities respect NVSS radio counts and the gamma-ray upper limits
on individual clusters. For B = 1 µG and αp = 2.4, B = 0.5 µG and αp = 2.2, 2.4, and for αp = 1.5, the radio counts respecting the gamma-ray and
neutrino limits, respectively, are below the y-scale range adopted for the panels on the left.

by adopting Lγ ∝ Ωm (1 + z)3 + ΩΛ, for αp = 2.2, 100% loud clusters and B ≫ BCMB, roughly corresponding to the scaling
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FIG. 1: Diffuse all-flavor neutrino and γ-ray intensities ex-
pected in the VHDM scenario. The ES13 model is assumed
with τdm = 3.0 × 1027 s. The total (thick dashed line) and
extragalactic (thin dashed line) contributions to the cumula-
tive neutrino background are shown with the observed data.
The expected γ-ray background is also shown (thick solid)
with the latest Fermi data. We also show contributions of
extragalactic cascaded γ rays and direct γ rays from Galac-
tic VHDM, which are not affected by uncertainty of Galactic
magnetic fields. KASCADE and CASA-MIA γ-ray limits are
indicated.

with electroweak corrections, the final state spectra ob-
tained from 10 TeV to 100 TeV masses are extrapolated
to PeV masses. Our choice of VHDM models is such that
they include both hard and soft spectra, so our results
can be viewed as reasonably model independent [25, 29].
In Figs. 1 and 2, we show examples of the viable

VHDM scenario for diffuse PeV neutrinos observed in
IceCube. Using the ES13 model [36], where the VHDM
mass mdm = 3.2 PeV is used, we consider DM → νeν̄e
and DM → qq̄ with 12% and 88% branching fractions,
respectively. Although a bit larger masses are favored to
explain the 2 PeV event, one can easily choose param-
eters accounting for the observed data. In the RKP14
model [41], the Majorana mass term is introduced in the
Lagrangian, which may lead to metastable VHDM de-
caying into a neutrino and Higgs boson. Reference [39]
suggested another interesting scenario, where the light-
est right-handed neutrinos constitute dark matter with
mdm = O(1) PeV. We also consider this model for
mdm = 2.4 PeV, assuming branching fractions DM →

l±W∓ : DM → νZ : DM → νh ≈ 2 : 1 : 1, where the
neutrino spectral shape turns out to be similar to that of
Ref. [41] (see Fig. 2). As in the latter two models, spec-
tra may be more prominently peaked at some energy, and
VHDM does not have to explain all the data.
γ-Ray Limits.— Standard Model final states from

decaying or annihilating VHDM lead to γ rays as well as
neutrinos. If final states involve quarks, gluons and Higgs
bosons, neutrinos largely come from mesons formed via
hadronization, and γ rays are produced. A spectral bump
is produced by two-body final states such as νh and/or
weak bosons via leptonic decay into a neutrino and
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FIG. 2: The same as Fig. 1, but for the RKP14 model with
τdm = 3.5× 1027 s.

charged lepton. Electroweak bremsstrahlung is relevant
even for possible decay into neutrino pairs. In extragalac-
tic cases, the fact that the diffuse neutrino and γ-ray in-
tensities are comparable gives us generic limits [9, 50, 51].
In Galactic cases, γ rays below ∼ 0.3 PeV can reach the
Earth without significant attenuation, air-shower arrays
such as KASCADE [59] and CASA-MIA [60] as well as
Fermi [61] provide us with interesting constraints [19, 62].
We numerically calculate the diffuse γ-ray background,

including both extragalactic and Galactic components.
Thanks to the electron-positron pair creation, suffi-
ciently high-energy γ rays are attenuated by the extra-
galactic background light and cosmic microwave back-
ground. Then, the pairs regenerate γ rays via the inverse-
Compton and synchrotron emission. For an extragalac-
tic component, we calculate electromagnetic cascades by
solving Boltzmann equations. The resulting spectrum
is known to be near-universal, following a Comptonized
E−2 power-law in the 0.03–100 GeV range [53]. For a
Galactic component, it is straightforward to calculate
primary γ rays that directly come from VHDM. The γ-
ray attenuation is approximately included by assuming
the typical distance of Rsc, which gives reasonable re-
sults [19]. Extragalactic cascaded γ rays (including at-
tenuated and cascade components) and Galactic primary
γ rays with attenuation unavoidably contribute to the
diffuse γ-ray background (see Figs. 1 and 2). In addition,
electrons and positrons from VHDM [93] make secondary
γ rays via inverse-Compton and synchrotron emission in
the Galactic halo, as included in Figs. 1 and 2 assuming
a magnetic field strength of 1 µG. Our results would be
conservative, and weaker magnetic fields can somewhat
increase γ-ray fluxes. For cascade components, the re-
sults are not sensitive to detailed spectra of final states
from VHDM decay. See Ref. [33] for technical details.
Clearly, γ-ray constraints are powerful. In the sub-

PeV range, while the VHDM models are still allowed,
the expected diffuse γ-ray intensity can slightly violate
the existing sub-PeV γ-ray limits from old CR-induced
air-shower experiments such as KASCADE. Thus, as we

Dark matter decay

Murase et al., 1503.04663
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GeV gamma rays: Fermi-LAT

Image Credit: NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration



What constitutes the gamma-ray sky?

Fermi-LAT, arXiv:1501.02003 [astro-ph.HE] 
Emission from 
our Galaxy 

+ 
3FGL sources 
(3033 in catalog)
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Fig. 15.— Full sky map (top) and blow-up of the inner Galactic region (bottom) showing
sources by source class (see Table 6). All AGN classes are plotted with the same symbol for

simplicity.



pp and pγ sources: 0th order classification

Diffuse Coma 3

Figure 1. GBT total intensity image (using DEC scans only) with all NVSS emission subtracted out. (14.25′×13′ beam). Contours start at 20 mJy beam−1

(3σ ) and increase in steps of 20 mJy beam−1. The bright background source Coma A (3C 277.3) was fit and subtracted out by hand, although a small residual
is still seen as the burnt out spot towards the northern part of the relic.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Extended Relic

The relic emission shown in Fig. 1 is much larger and more diffuse
than has been previously seen. Giovannini et al. (1991) measured a
total extent for the relic of 25′ using the WSRT and VLA. Our sub-
traction of Coma A by hand, and the residuals that are left behind,
makes a clean interpretation of Fig. 1 difficult. Based on the quality
of the subtraction for other point-sources in the image, which show
at most a 10% residual extending up to 9′ from the peak of emis-
sion, real extended emission appears not only to the South, but also
to the West and slightly North of Coma A. However, based solely
on this total intensity image, we characterize the extended relic as
a tentative detection. The diffuse relic as seen by the GBT extends
through Coma A into the NW, with a total extent of 67′, or 2 Mpc at
the redshift of the Coma cluster. The 408 MHz image of Kronberg
et al. (2007) also shows emission extending this far (and farther) to
the NW of the known relic, but the halo and relic are not cleanly
separated at those frequencies. The centre of the extended relic is
∼75′ (2.2 Mpc) from the X-ray cluster centre.

We also detect the extended relic in linear polarization in the
1.4 GHz GBT measurements (Fig. 2, top), with a fractional polar-
ization between 12-17%. The polarization angle (PA) varies mono-
tonically from South to North by∼40◦, separated into three distinct
patches. This would be inconsistent with a single shock structure if
the angles were intrinsic to the source. This variation in polariza-
tion angle, however, is typical of that seen in the polarized Galac-
tic background over similar scales (Tucci et al. 2002) and is likely
due to foreground Faraday modulation. There is also the additional
complication from the Coma A subtraction, which we performed
by hand in the Q and U images. We also detect the polarized emis-
sion from the tailed radio galaxy NGC4789 as the bright yellow
patch (T) at the southwest edge of the relic. The bright green patch
of polarized emission (B) at 12h56m37s, 28d16’ is associated with
a distant radio galaxy mapped by Rogora et al. (1986) and also

visible in FIRST (Becker et al. 1995). There is no counterpart to
the nucleus visible in the DSS, although the source was apparently
misidentified by Fanti et al. (1975) with an optical object on the
eastern lobe. The other patches of polarized flux in Fig. 2 do not
appear to be associated with either galactic or extragalactic total
intensity structures. Fortunately, almost all of the polarized flux
from Coma A is in the Stokes U component of our GBT image.
We therefore plot the absolute value of Stokes Q contours without
Coma A subtraction in Fig. 2 (middle) with polarization vectors
(0.5 tan−1(UQ )). Again, the polarized emission extends up-to and
past Coma A.

We also sought further confirmation of this extended relic
using independent data. Rudnick & Brown (2009) produced all-
sky maps of polarized intensity from the NVSS by convolving
P =

!

Q2+U2 to 800′′, roughly the same resolution as our GBT
images. Fig. 2 shows the 800′′ NVSS polarization image in the
field around the relic. The extended relic, to the west and north of
Coma A, as well as emission from Coma A, is clearly present in the
NVSS, and extends even farther North at lower levels. In addition,
the 11 cm single dish polarized image of Andernach et al. (1984;
Fig. 2) shows emission extending from the known relic 1253+275
and passing just West and then North of Coma A, in agreement with
Fig. 2.

The total flux density of the radio relic is highly uncertain due
to the patchy galactic emission evident in the GBT images and the
confusion from Coma A; it is between 200-500 mJy at 1.41 GHz.
Giovannini et al. (2001) measured only 160 mJy at 1.4 GHz with
the VLA, though they are likely missing a significant amount of
flux. They find a best fit power-law to the data at other frequencies
that predicts ≥200 mJy at 1.4 GHz.

The relic, as seen in our 352 MHz image, is only ∼28′ long
before it becomes confused by Coma A. It has a flux density of
1700 mJy, comparable to the 326 MHz value of 1400 mJy given
by Giovannini et al. (1991). There are several reasons why the ex-
tended relic is seen in the GBT 1.4 GHz images and not clearly in

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Fig. 1.— Test statistic maps obtained from photons above 200 MeV showing the celestial
regions (6◦ by 6◦) around M82 and NGC 253. Aside from the source associated with each

galaxy, all other Fermi-detected sources within a 10◦ radius of the best-fit position have been
included in the background model as well as components describing the diffuse Galactic and

isotropic γ-ray emissions. Black triangles denote the positions of M82 and NGC 253 at
optical wavelengths; gray lines indicate the 0.68, 0.95, and 0.99 confidence level contours
on the position of the observed γ-ray excess; green squares show the positions of individual

background sources. The color scale indicates the point-source test statistic value at each
location on the sky, proportional to the logarithm of the likelihood ratio between a γ-ray

point-source hypothesis (L1) versus the null hypothesis of pure background (L0); TS ≡

2(ln L1 − ln L0) (Mattox et al. 1996).

Table 1: Results of maximum likelihood analyses (gtlike) of M82 and NGC 253.

RAa Deca ra
95 F(> 100 MeV)b photon indexb significancec

(deg) (deg) (deg) (10−8 ph cm−2 s−1)

M82 149.06 69.64 0.11 1.6±0.5stat ± 0.3sys 2.2±0.2stat ± 0.05sys 6.8
NGC 253 11.79 -25.21 0.14 0.6±0.4stat ± 0.4sys 1.95±0.4stat ± 0.05sys 4.8

aSource localization results (J2000) with r95 corresponding to the 95% confidence error radius

around the best-fit position.
bParameters of power-law spectral models fitted to the data: integrated photon flux > 100
MeV and photon index.
cDetection significance of each source.

LAT collaboration: Fermi/LAT observations of Local Group galaxies: Detection of M31 and search for M33

Fig. 1. Gaussian kernel (σ = 0.5◦) smoothed counts maps of the region of interest (ROI) in a true local projection before (left) and after subtraction
of the background model (right) for the energy range 200 MeV – 20 GeV and for a pixel size of 0.05◦ × 0.05◦. Overlaid are IRIS 100 µm contours
of M31 convolved with the LAT point spread function to indicate the extent and shape of the galaxy. The boxes show the locations of the 4 point
sources that have been included in the background model.

that we introduced above. The M31 template was derived from
the Improved Reprocessing of the IRAS Survey (IRIS) 100 µm
far infrared map (Miville-Deschênes & Lagache 2005). Far in-
frared emission can be taken as a first-order approximation of
the expected distribution of gamma-ray emission from a galaxy
since it traces interstellar gas convolved with the recent mas-
sive star formation activity. The spatial distributions of diffuse
gamma-ray emission from our own Galaxy or the LMC are in-
deed traced by far-infrared emission to the first order. From the
IRIS 100 µm map, we removed any pedestal emission, which
we estimated from an annulus around M31, and we clipped the
image beyond a radius of 1.6◦.

Using this IRIS 100 µm spatial template for M31 and as-
suming a power-law spectral shape led to a detection above the
background at TS = 28.8, which corresponds to a detection sig-
nificance of 5.0σ for 2 free parameters. We obtained a > 100
MeV photon flux of (11.0 ± 4.7stat ± 2.0sys) × 10−9 ph cm−2 s−1
and a spectral index of Γ = 2.1±0.2stat±0.1sys using this model.
Systematic errors include uncertainties in our knowledge of the
effective area of the LAT and uncertainties in the modelling of
diffuse Galactic gamma-ray emission. As an alternative we fitted
the data using the IRIS 60 µm, IRIS 25 µm, a template based on
Hα emission (Finkbeiner 2003) or the geometrical ellipse shape
we used earlier for source localization. All these templates pro-
vide results that are close to (and consistent with) those obtained
using the IRIS 100 µmmap. Fitting the data using a point source
at the centre of M31 provided a slightly smaller TS (25.5) and a
steeper spectral index (Γ = 2.5± 0.2stat ± 0.1sys), which provides
marginal evidence (at the 1.8σ confidence level) of a spatial ex-
tension of the source beyond the energy-dependent LAT point
spread function.

Using the gamma-ray luminosity spectrum determined
from a GALPROP model of the MW that was scaled to the

assumed distance of 780 kpc of M31 (Strong et al. 2010)5
instead of a power law allows determination of the >100 MeV
luminosity ratio rγ between M31 and the MW. We obtain
rγ = 0.55 ± 0.11stat ± 0.10sys where we linearly added uncer-
tainties in the assumed halo size of the model to the systematic
errors in the measurement. The luminosity of M31 is thus about
half that of the MW. The model gives TS = 28.9, which is
comparable to the value obtained using a power law, yet now
with only one free parameter, the detection significance rises to
5.3σ. According to this model, the >100 MeV photon flux of
M31 is (9.1 ± 1.9stat ± 1.0sys) × 10−9 ph cm−2 s−1.

We determined the spectrum of the gamma-ray emission
from M31 independently of any assumption about the spectral
shape by fitting the IRIS 100 µm template in five logarithmi-
cally spaced energy bins covering the energy range 200 MeV –
50 GeV to the data. Figure 2 shows the resulting spectrum on
which we superimposed the GALPROP model of the MW for
rγ = 0.55. Overall, the agreement between the observed spec-
trum ofM31 and the model is very satisfactory. The upturn in the
spectrum at high energies, though not significant, could possibly
be attributed to emission from the BL Lac object 1ES 0037+405,
the only known blazar in the line of sight towardsM31. In a dedi-
cated analysis above 5 GeV, we found a cluster of 6–7 counts that
are positionally consistent with coming from that blazar. Adding
1ES 0037+405 as a point source to our model and extending
the energy range for the fit to 200 MeV – 300 GeV results in a

5 We use throughout this work a representative model of the MW
from Strong et al. (2010) with a halo size of 4 kpc and that assumes
diffusive reacceleration. The model is based on cosmic-ray, Fermi-LAT
and other data, and includes interstellar pion-decay, inverse Compton
and Bremsstrahlung. Varying the halo size between 2 and 10 kpc affects
the >100 MeV luminosity and photon flux by less than 10% and 3%,
respectively.

3

Star-forming and starburst galaxies
A guaranteed source class

M31

NGC 253



Recipe for computation

• Roughly speaking: (flux per source) * (source number) 

• More precisely: integration over flux F weighed by 
luminosity function Φ and volume element

I(E) =

Z
dz

d2V

d⌦dz

Z
dL �(L, z)F [L, (1 + z)E, z]

d2V/dΩdz: volume element (depends only on cosmology)
Φ: luminosity function; source density per L ~ L+dL
F: flux from a source L at z and energy (1+z)E



Infrared luminosity function of galaxies
• Herschel PEP/HerMES 

luminosity function up to z ~ 4 

• Constructed for several 
different sub-classes 
• Spiral galaxies 
• Starbursts 
• Star-forming galaxies 

including AGN 

• Well fitted with modified 
Schechter function with 
evolving density and 
luminosity parameters

The PEP HerMES Luminosity Function 17

Figure 10. Total IR Luminosity Function estimated with the 1/Vmax method by combining the data from the four PEP fields for the
di↵erent populations (their ±1� uncertainty regions are shown as coloured filled areas: green for spirals; cyan for starbursts; red for
SF-AGN; magenta for AGN2; and blue for AGN1), compared to the total LF (±1�, grey filled area, same as in Fig. 7). The best-fit modified
Schechter functions are also plotted, extrapolated to fainter and brighter luminosities than covered by the data (with the black curve
being for the total LF and the same colours used for the filled areas as for the single populations).

Table 8. Parameter values describing the curve fitted to the total IR LF of the di↵erent SED populations

↵ � log10(L?/ log10(�?/ kL,1 kL,2 zb,L k⇢,1 k⇢,2 zb,⇢

L�) Mpc�3 dex�1)
(0.0<z<0.3)

spiral 1.00±0.05 0.50±0.01 9.78±0.04 �2.12±0.01 4.49±0.15 0.00±0.46 1.1 �0.54±0.12 �7.13±0.24 0.53
starburst 1.00±0.20 0.35±0.10 11.17±0.16 �4.46±0.06 1.96±0.13 3.79±0.21 �1.06±0.05 1.1
SF-AGN 1.20±0.02 0.40±0.10 10.80±0.02 �3.20±0.01 3.17±0.04 0.67±0.05 �3.17±0.15 1.1
AGN2 1.20±0.20 0.70±0.20 10.80±0.20 �5.14±0.17 1.41±0.33 2.65±0.32
AGN1 1.40±0.30 0.70±0.20 10.50±0.20 �5.21±0.11 1.31±0.02 3.00±0.25

ing to higher redshifts, the number density of galaxies with
spiral galaxy SEDs sharply decreases, while their luminosity
continues to increase, at least up to z⇠1 (see the �? and L?

parameter trends shown in Fig. 11). We note that what we
observe between z⇠0 and z⇠1 for the spiral SED galax-
ies is an increase of L? by a factor of ⇠5, and a decrease
of �? by a factor of ⇠10. Since the two evolutions are not
independent, the “total” evolutionary e↵ect results from the

combination of the two (as can be observed in the total IR
luminosity density, see Section 4). A way to derive the ”to-
tal” e↵ect of evolution on a LF is to fix at a given volume
density value and see how the luminosity corresponding to
that value changes: indeed we find an increases by a factor
of ⇠2.5 between z=0 and z=1 for the spiral LF, in good
agreement with previous results, either empirical (for mor-
phologically classified disky galaxies; Scarlata et al. 2007) or

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–29

Gruppioni et al., Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 432, 23 (2013)



LIR-Lγ correlation, and relation to Lν

• To obtain gamma-ray 
luminosity function from IR 
luminosity function, one needs 
LIR-Lγ relation 

• Well calibrated for wide 
luminosity range with Fermi-
LAT 

• Lν-Lγ relation:

��(L�) = �IR(LIR(L�))
dLIR

dL�

24 The Fermi LAT Collaboration
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FIG. 4.— As Figure 3, but showing gamma-ray luminosity (0.1–100 GeV) versus total IR luminosity (8–1000 µm). IR luminosity uncertainties for the non-
detected galaxies are omitted for clarity, but are typically ∼ 0.06 dex. The upper abscissa indicates SFR estimated from the IR luminosity according to equation
1 (Kennicutt 1998b).

Fermi-LAT, Astrophys. J. 755, 164 (2012)
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Galaxy contributions to γ & ν backgrounds

• Assumed spectral index: −2.7 for spirals, −2.2 for starbursts 

• If there is no cutoff, starbursts can explain IceCube neutrinos (and 
Fermi IGRB)
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Figure 1. Diffuse gamma-ray intensity E2
γIγ(Eγ) as a function of the energy evaluated with the

Herschel PEP/HerMES IR luminosity function [27]. The magenta curve is the diffuse gamma-ray
intensity obtained adopting the IR luminosity function, the light-blue band defines the error band
obtained including the uncertainties in the measurements of the parameters of Eq. (2.2), while the
pink band defines the uncertainties from Eq. (2.4). The Fermi data [5] are plotted in red. The EBL
attenuation is taken into account, where the model of Ref. [63] is used.

and, as a result, the spectra might be closer to that of SB. Such an effect might modify our
estimation enhancing the EGRB even further at high energies.

The EBL is the background of optical/IR light emitted by stars and AGN, including
reprocessed components made by dust, over the lifetime of the Universe. Today this photon
background consists of light emitted at all epochs, modified by dilution due to the expansion
of the Universe and by the redshift correction. High-energy gamma rays interact with the
EBL, and produce electron-positron pairs. This process therefore alters the observed spectra
of extragalactic high-energy sources. We estimate that in Fig. 1, the EBL attenuation starts
at about 20 GeV and the suppression at 100 GeV is by a factor of 5. This is slightly different
from Fig. 7 of Ref. [5], where the suppression factor at 100 GeV is less than ∼ 2. This is
partially because we consider contributions from sources at z > 2.5. If we only consider
sources at z < 2, the suppression factor is reduced to ∼ 3 for the EBL model adopted here.
The remaining discrepancy of ∼ 2 can be explained by the fact that the EBL model [67] used
in Ref. [5] is more conservative (see Refs. [68, 69] for comparison between the EBL model of
Ref. [67] adopted in Ref. [5] and our model [63]).

The latest Fermi data show that the EGRB spectrum extends to ∼ 600 GeV [70].
Once the EBL attenuation is taken into account, therefore, a simple power-law injection
spectrum with positive redshift evolution cannot explain the diffuse EGRB, leading to a
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Figure 4. Diffuse neutrino intensity E2
νIν(Eν) as a function of the energy. The magenta line is the

flux obtained adopting the luminosity function approach, the pink band defines the uncertainty band
coming from Eq. (2.4). The IceCube estimated flux as from [35] is marked by the light blue band. Our
computed flux falls within the astrophysical uncertainties on the IceCube region at ∼ 0.5 PeV energies.
For comparison the diffuse neutrino intensity including an exponential cutoff, exp(−Eν/80 TeV), is
plotted in violet.

3 Diffuse neutrino background from star-forming galaxies

Neutrino production at TeV to PeV energies proceeds via pion production from proton-
photon (pγ) or proton-gas (pp) interactions. Such interactions produce gamma rays as well
as neutrinos. However the relative flux of neutrinos and gamma rays depends on the ratio
of charged to neutral pions, Nπ±/Nπ0 , and the relative neutrino flux per flavor depends on
the initial mix of π+ to π− [71, 72]. In this work we focus on pp interactions, as they are
the dominant hadronic process for the star-forming galaxies. In this case, Nπ± ≃ 2Nπ0

and the flavor ratio after oscillations is νe : νµ : ντ = 1 : 1 : 1 (for both neutrinos and
antineutrinos) [71, 72]. Hence, following Refs. [15, 46, 73] and ignoring the absorption during
the propagation of photons and neutrinos, the relative differential fluxes of gamma rays and
neutrinos are related as

!

α

Iνα(Eνα) ≃ 6 Iγ,no abs(Eγ) , (3.1)

with Eγ ≃ 2Eν , where the subscript “no abs” means that we do not include the EBL
attenuation in the gamma-ray intensity.

Using Eq. (3.1), the expected neutrino spectrum due to the star-forming galaxies is
plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of the energy. The magenta line is our estimated diffuse
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Dependence on starburst spectra

• ΓSB: spectral index for starbursts, 
still uncertain 

• Harder spectrum for starbursts 
(>−2.15) is excluded with 
IceCube
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Figure 5. Diffuse gamma-ray (in magenta) and neutrino intensity (in dashed black) E2I(E) as
a function of the energy for our canonical model, assuming ΓSB = 2.05, 2.15 and 2.3 (from top to
bottom). The Fermi data [5] are marked in red, while the IceCube region is plotted in light blue [35].
The EBL attenuation is taken into account for gamma rays (magenta continue lines), the diffuse
gamma-ray intensity without EBL attenuation is plotted with magenta dashed lines for comparison.

1068 and NGC 4945 as starburst galaxies [5]. Similarly Fermi finds that the Circinus galaxy,
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Fig. 3.— Spectral energy distributions of M82 and NGC 253. The spectra were obtained
using gtlike, with flux points extracted based upon the parameters presented in Table 1.

Upper limits from the LAT correspond to the 0.68 confidence level. Three flux points in
the TeV energy range are provided by VERITAS observations of M82 (Acciari et al. 2009).
The single very high energy flux point for NGC 253 is computed from the integral photon

flux over 220 GeV reported by the H.E.S.S. collaboration (Acero et al. 2009) and assumes a
power-law spectral model marginalized over photon indices ranging from 2.0 to 3.0. Several

theoretical predictions are plotted for comparison to the observed γ-ray spectra.

Fermi-LAT, Astrophys. J. 709, L152 (2010)



Clusters of galaxies
Constraints from gamma-ray non-detections and radio counts

Pinzke & Pfrommer (2010) predicted that pion decays from CR proton-proton 
interactions with the ambient gas should dominate the gamma-ray emission in  

clusters by running cosmological hydrodynamic simulations 

Analysis of  Fermi-LAT data – Implications 
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FTH
>100 MEV ≈ 4.2 × 10-9 cm-2 s-1 

FUL
>100 MEV ≈ 1.4 × 10-9 cm-2 s-1 

1.  Protons maximum acceleration  
       efficiency at shocks < 20% 

2.   CR-to-thermal pressure < 0.5% 

Simulation by Pinzke, Pfrommer,  
Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 409, 449 (2010)

Diffuse Coma 3

Figure 1. GBT total intensity image (using DEC scans only) with all NVSS emission subtracted out. (14.25′×13′ beam). Contours start at 20 mJy beam−1

(3σ ) and increase in steps of 20 mJy beam−1. The bright background source Coma A (3C 277.3) was fit and subtracted out by hand, although a small residual
is still seen as the burnt out spot towards the northern part of the relic.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Extended Relic

The relic emission shown in Fig. 1 is much larger and more diffuse
than has been previously seen. Giovannini et al. (1991) measured a
total extent for the relic of 25′ using the WSRT and VLA. Our sub-
traction of Coma A by hand, and the residuals that are left behind,
makes a clean interpretation of Fig. 1 difficult. Based on the quality
of the subtraction for other point-sources in the image, which show
at most a 10% residual extending up to 9′ from the peak of emis-
sion, real extended emission appears not only to the South, but also
to the West and slightly North of Coma A. However, based solely
on this total intensity image, we characterize the extended relic as
a tentative detection. The diffuse relic as seen by the GBT extends
through Coma A into the NW, with a total extent of 67′, or 2 Mpc at
the redshift of the Coma cluster. The 408 MHz image of Kronberg
et al. (2007) also shows emission extending this far (and farther) to
the NW of the known relic, but the halo and relic are not cleanly
separated at those frequencies. The centre of the extended relic is
∼75′ (2.2 Mpc) from the X-ray cluster centre.

We also detect the extended relic in linear polarization in the
1.4 GHz GBT measurements (Fig. 2, top), with a fractional polar-
ization between 12-17%. The polarization angle (PA) varies mono-
tonically from South to North by∼40◦, separated into three distinct
patches. This would be inconsistent with a single shock structure if
the angles were intrinsic to the source. This variation in polariza-
tion angle, however, is typical of that seen in the polarized Galac-
tic background over similar scales (Tucci et al. 2002) and is likely
due to foreground Faraday modulation. There is also the additional
complication from the Coma A subtraction, which we performed
by hand in the Q and U images. We also detect the polarized emis-
sion from the tailed radio galaxy NGC4789 as the bright yellow
patch (T) at the southwest edge of the relic. The bright green patch
of polarized emission (B) at 12h56m37s, 28d16’ is associated with
a distant radio galaxy mapped by Rogora et al. (1986) and also

visible in FIRST (Becker et al. 1995). There is no counterpart to
the nucleus visible in the DSS, although the source was apparently
misidentified by Fanti et al. (1975) with an optical object on the
eastern lobe. The other patches of polarized flux in Fig. 2 do not
appear to be associated with either galactic or extragalactic total
intensity structures. Fortunately, almost all of the polarized flux
from Coma A is in the Stokes U component of our GBT image.
We therefore plot the absolute value of Stokes Q contours without
Coma A subtraction in Fig. 2 (middle) with polarization vectors
(0.5 tan−1(UQ )). Again, the polarized emission extends up-to and
past Coma A.

We also sought further confirmation of this extended relic
using independent data. Rudnick & Brown (2009) produced all-
sky maps of polarized intensity from the NVSS by convolving
P =

!

Q2+U2 to 800′′, roughly the same resolution as our GBT
images. Fig. 2 shows the 800′′ NVSS polarization image in the
field around the relic. The extended relic, to the west and north of
Coma A, as well as emission from Coma A, is clearly present in the
NVSS, and extends even farther North at lower levels. In addition,
the 11 cm single dish polarized image of Andernach et al. (1984;
Fig. 2) shows emission extending from the known relic 1253+275
and passing just West and then North of Coma A, in agreement with
Fig. 2.

The total flux density of the radio relic is highly uncertain due
to the patchy galactic emission evident in the GBT images and the
confusion from Coma A; it is between 200-500 mJy at 1.41 GHz.
Giovannini et al. (2001) measured only 160 mJy at 1.4 GHz with
the VLA, though they are likely missing a significant amount of
flux. They find a best fit power-law to the data at other frequencies
that predicts ≥200 mJy at 1.4 GHz.

The relic, as seen in our 352 MHz image, is only ∼28′ long
before it becomes confused by Coma A. It has a flux density of
1700 mJy, comparable to the 326 MHz value of 1400 mJy given
by Giovannini et al. (1991). There are several reasons why the ex-
tended relic is seen in the GBT 1.4 GHz images and not clearly in

c⃝ 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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But clusters are not bright in gamma rays!
Diffuse gamma-ray emission in Coma 3

Figure 1. Left. LAT photon count map for an area of 14◦ × 14◦ around the Coma galaxy cluster (whose center lies at the center of
the image) obtained from about 5 years of observations. The cluster virial radius is about 1.◦3. Center. Model count map for the basic
analysis of the data with the 2FGL point sources, Galactic and extragalactic backgrounds. Right. Residual map in percents obtained as
(counts −model)/model. All maps are in square-root scale for visualization purposes.

needed in order to draw conclusions. Therefore, we run sep-
arate likelihood analysis with models including the point-
sources, Galactic and extragalactic backgrounds, in addition
to a given diffuse template for the cluster emission. Those
are described in detail in the next section.

Before to proceed with the diffuse templates, as a sec-
ond step, we placed an additional point-source (PS), mod-
eled with a power-law EΓ, at the Coma center. We per-
formed again the binned likelihood analysis with a fixed
spectral index Γ = −2. We find that the test statistics (TS;
Neyman & Pearson 1928) significance for this central point
source is 0.3 We summarize the fit results, together with the
obtained upper limits (ULs), in Table 1.

In order to compare with the latest constraints ob-
tained from Fermi-LAT Collaboration (2013), we calculate
the UL for their extended model (which corresponds to our
PP model; see next section) for energies above 500 MeV
obtaining 3.2 × 10−10 cm−2 s−1. Fermi-LAT Collaboration
(2013) obtained 4 × 10−10 cm−2 s−1. Note that we adopt
slightly different radius, mass and gas density values for the
cluster modeling with respect to Fermi-LAT Collaboration
(2013) which imply that our total flux above 500 MeV is
a factor of about 1.1 larger. We achieve a more stringent
UL due to this choice and thanks to the longer observa-
tion time (they used 48 months of data). Note also that
while Fermi-LAT Collaboration (2013) uses CLEAN events,
we report the result for the SOURCE events.

3 DIFFUSE EMISSION FROM COSMIC RAYS

In this section, we describe in detail the tested diffuse emis-
sion models. We show some relevant model templates used
in our analysis in Fig. 2.

3 Note that in the background-only case, the TS value can be
converted to the usual definition of significance as

√
TSσ (e.g.,

Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013).

3.1 Gamma Rays from Pion Decays

Pinzke & Pfrommer (2010), hereafter PP, performed hy-
drodynamical simulations of galaxy clusters considering, in
particular, diffusive shock acceleration at structure forma-
tion shocks. They provided predictions for the gamma-ray
emission from CR protons and electrons, and showed that
the emission coming from pion decays dominates over the
IC emission of both primary and secondary electrons for
gamma-rays with an energy above 100 MeV. They then
provide a semi-analytical model for the pion-decay-induced
emission that depends on a given cluster mass and ICM den-
sity. The integral gamma-ray flux above the energy E can
be expressed as follows:

Fγ,PP(> E) = Apλγ,PP(> E)

!

V

kPP(R)dV , (1)

where λγ,PP(> E) and kPP(R) contain the spectral and spa-
tial information, respectively, and are given in PP. Ap is a
dimensionless scale parameter related to the maximum CR
proton acceleration efficiency ξp for diffusive shock accelera-
tion, which is the maximum ratio of CR energy density that
can be injected with respect to the total dissipated energy at
the shock.4 Ap = 1 for ξp = 0.5, and decreases for smaller ef-
ficiencies obeying a non-linear relation (PP). However, note

4 The CR proton acceleration efficiency attains its maximum,
ξp, for high Mach number shocks, while it is lower for lower Mach
numbers. The exact Mach number dependence of the accelera-
tion efficiency is very uncertain. In this work we use as refer-
ence the Pinzke & Pfrommer (2010) simulations that depend on
the Enßlin et al. (2007) model for diffusive shock acceleration for
which ξp, in the case of interest for clusters, is reached for Mach
numbers of about 3. We note, however, that more detailed mod-
els such as the Kang & Ryu (2013) model, in the context of non-
linear diffusive shock acceleration, shows a different dependence,
and the acceleration efficiency saturates at higher Mach numbers
with respect to Enßlin et al. (2007). Because of the early satu-
ration in the Enßlin et al. (2007) model, our constraints on the
efficiency could be regarded as conservative in the low Mach num-
ber regime where more refined models show lower efficiencies.

c⃝ 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Analysis of Coma cluster with 63-month Fermi-LAT data

Zandanel, Ando, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc. 440, 663 (2014)

No detection so far (TS < 4) 
But see Selig et al. (2015) for claim of positive signature (other clusters)



Templates for Coma and upper limits

• Implications 
• Protons maximum acceleration 

efficiency at shocks < 20% 
• CR-to-thermal pressure < 0.5%

4 Zandanel & Ando

Figure 2. Some of the diffuse emission templates models used in
the analysis. Top row shows, from left to right, 4◦ × 4◦ images
of the PP, ZPP-100 and ZPP-2 models, in logarithmic scale. The
middle row show the 8◦×8◦ image of the relic template, where the
central and right images are after being convolved with a Gaussian
of width of 1◦ and 4◦, respectively, to give an idea of the effect of
the Fermi-LAT point-spread function at different energies. The
bottom row shows, from left to right, 8◦×8◦ images of the ellipse,
tilted ellipse and ring models.

B(r) = B0

!

ρgas(r)
ρgas(0)

"αB

, (2)

where ρgas is the ICM distribution, B0 = 5 µG and αB =
0.5 as suggested by Faraday rotation (FR) measurements in
Coma (Bonafede et al. 2010), the radio synchrotron emission
(see, e.g., appendices of Zandanel et al. 2012) predicted by
the PP semi-analytical model does not match the spatial
profile of the giant radio halo of the cluster at 1.4 GHz (Deiss
et al. 1997), being much more peaked, as shown in Figure 3.
Additionally, it overproduces the central radio emission for
a maximum acceleration efficiency ! 5% (assuming a linear
scaling of Aγ with ξp).

Zandanel et al. (2012), hereafter ZPP, extended the PP
semi-analytic model with the inclusion of an effective param-
eterization for CR transport phenomena, effectively redefin-
ing kPP(R) of eq. (1). Since the CR transport is determined
by competition among advection due to turbulent motion
of gas, CR streaming, and diffusion, its efficiency can be
represented by a parameter,

γtu =
τst
τtu

, (3)

i.e., a ratio of a characteristic time scale of streaming, τst,
and that of turbulence, τtu (Enßlin et al. 2011). The param-
eter γtu ranges from 100, for highly turbulent cluster and
centrally peaked CR distributions, to 1, for relaxed clus-
ters and flat distributions as CRs move toward the out-
skirts. When γtu " 100, the model reproduce the advection-
dominated case of Pinzke & Pfrommer (2010), where CR
transport treatment is not included. We test the ZPP model
for the case of γtu = 2 (ZPP-2), matching the observed sur-

face brightness profile of the Coma radio halo at 1.4 GHz
(see Figure 3). Note that Coma is classified as merging clus-
ter and one would expect it to be turbulent and not relaxed.
Therefore, according to Enßlin et al. (2011), high γtu values
and a centrally peaked CR distribution should be realized.
Wiener et al. (2013) found a solution to this problem show-
ing that, when considering turbulent damping, turbulence
may promote outward streaming more than inward advec-
tion, therefor allowing for flat CR profiles also in turbulent
clusters.

However, ZPP showed that even in the extreme case of
a flat CR distribution, γtu = 1, it is not possible to hadroni-
cally reproduce the 352 MHz surface brightness of the giant
radio halo of Coma (Brown & Rudnick 2011). This favors
re-acceleration models (Brunetti et al. 2012), or hybrid sce-
narios where only part of the radio emission is of hadronic
origin (see ZPP for an extensive discussion). In this case, a
centrally peaked CR distribution could still be realized and
only partially contribute to the total observed radio emis-
sion. We therefore test also a ZPP model with γtu = 100
(ZPP-100). Note that this is decreasing slightly faster to-
ward the cluster outskirts than the PP model because of
the inclusion of the characteristic radial decline of the tem-
perature (ZPP; see Figure 2 and 3).

Also for the ZPP models we limit our analysis within
R200. Both for PP and ZPP models, we let the normaliza-
tion of the emission to vary. The spectral shape is fixed to
the PP model prediction, featuring the characteristic pion
bump at GeV energies followed by a concave spectrum that
approaches a power-law with spectral index of about 2.2 at
TeV energies (see Figure 12 of PP). We warn that by fixing
the CR spectra to the PP findings, we exclude a poten-
tial free parameter that would affect our conclusions (see,
e.g., MAGIC Collaboration 2012; VERITAS Collaboration
2012).

3.2 Gamma Rays from Inverse-Compton

Scattering

Kushnir & Waxman (2009) developed an analytical model,
adopting a CR power-law energy spectrum with a spectral
index of −2, and predicted that the IC emission from pri-
mary electrons accelerated at accretion shocks dominates
over the pion-decay induced emission. Considering the dif-
ferences in acceleration efficiency and injected spectra may
reconcile the findings by Kushnir & Waxman (2009) and
PP (see Fermi-LAT Collaboration 2013, for a detailed dis-
cussion). However, instead of the centrally concentrated
gamma-ray emission from neutral pion decays, Kushnir &
Waxman (2009) found a spatially extended IC-induced emis-
sion out to the accretion shocks beyond the cluster’s virial
radius. This model predict a practically flat gamma-ray
emission up to the outer accretion shocks location where it
should then peak (see Fig. 2 of Kushnir & Waxman 2009).
We therefore test this model with a flat disk template of 1◦

of radius. We consider a power-law spectrum with a fixed
Γ = −2.

Accretion of intracluster gas should generate strong
virial shock waves around galaxy clusters and, according
to several scenarios, this could potentially lead to ring-like
emission features at different frequencies (Loeb & Wax-
man 2000; Totani & Kitayama 2000; Waxman & Loeb

c⃝ 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–9
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plate based on the radio relic observed in Coma out-
skirts, which is associated with structure-formation phe-
nomena. Recent observations, both in radio and X-rays,
support the idea that it is connected to an infall shock
front due to the NGC 4839 group falling onto the
cluster (Brown & Rudnick 2011; Ogrean & Brüggen 2013;
Akamatsu et al. 2013; Simionescu et al. 2013) rather than
a cluster-merger shock. Either way, the corresponding CR
electrons could generate IC gamma-ray emission. We use
the Green Bank Telescope (GBT) observation at 1.4 GHz
presented by Brown & Rudnick (2011) to generate a spa-
tial template for the relic. We can use such an approach if
we assume that the magnetic field is almost uniform across
the relic (Bonafede et al. 2013). This approximation is well
justified in our case considering the poor Fermi angular res-
olution with respect to radio observations. We therefore use
the outermost contour of the GBT radio relic image from
Figure 2 of Brown & Rudnick (2011) to construct its spa-
tial template, which we uniformly fill. We refer to this as the
relic model. We let the normalization to vary, and we use a
power-law for the radio spectrum with a fixed Γ = −1.18, as
inferred from the observed radio spectrum (Thierbach et al.
2003).

4 RESULTS AND IMPLICATIONS

In the following subsections we discuss the implications of
our findings for each of the considered models. Table 1 sum-
marizes the obtained ULs.

4.1 Pion Decay Emission

In the PP and ZPP-100 models, assuming a maximum CR
proton acceleration efficiency of 50%, we would expect a
total flux above 100 MeV and within R200 of 4.14 and
3.24 × 10−9 cm−2 s−1, respectively. The obtained ULs (see
Table 1) are a factor of 0.26 and 0.28 of the theoretical
expectations, respectively. This suggest that the maximum
CR proton acceleration efficiency at shocks must be lower
than about 15%, or implies the presence of significant CR
propagation out of the cluster core in order to lower the
central emission. Our ULs also set a limit to the CR-to-
thermal pressure in the Coma cluster, XCR = PCR/Pth

(volume-averaged within R200; see, e.g., ZPP), to be less
then approximately 1.3% and 0.6% for the PP and ZPP-
100 model, respectively, within R200. Note that the limits
on both the flux and CR pressure for the PP model are
more stringent than those obtained in the previous work
on the Coma cluster (Pinzke et al. 2011; Han et al. 2012;
VERITAS Collaboration 2012; Fermi-LAT Collaboration
2013).

If CR streaming and diffusion are in action in the clus-
ter, we would expect a much flatter emission profile which
is represented by the ZPP-2 model. This model matches the
1.4 GHz Deiss et al. (1997) surface brightness profile of the
Coma radio halo, assuming the magnetic field is distributed
accordingly to FR measurements (B0 = 5 µG, αB = 0.5;
Bonafede et al. 2010). The predicted gamma-ray flux above
100 MeV within R200 is 2.36× 10−9 cm−2 s−1. In this case,
XCR within R200 is much higher, about 17%, as streaming
causes the CR pressure to rise in the cluster’s outskirts with

Table 1. Results of the binned likelihood analyses for 63 months
of the Fermi-LAT data of the Coma cluster. The analyses in-
clude all 26 point sources within 15◦ from the cluster center,
the extragalactic and galactic backgrounds, and a given model.
All spectral templates are modeled as power law in the form of
dN/dE = N0EΓ, except for PP and ZPP where the spectrum
provided by the corresponding models is used. For each fit, re-
ported are the resulting TS significance, spectral index Γ and flux
UL FUL integrated over 100 MeV–100 GeV with 95% confidence
level.

model notes TS Γ FUL

[×10−9 cm−2 s−1]

PS 0.0 −2 0.62
PP 0.3 - 1.08

ZPP-100 γtu = 100 0.1 - 0.92
ZPP-2 γtu = 2 1.3 - 1.81
Relic 0.0 −1.18∗ 0.09
Ellipse 0.0 −2 2.49
Ellipse tilted 0.0 −2 1.74
Ring 0.2 −2 2.59
Disk 1.5 −2 2.91

Notes. *The spectral index of the relic template is assumed to be
as inferred from the observed radio spectrum (Thierbach et al.
2003).

respect to the ICM pressure (see Figure 2 of ZPP). However,
XCR reduces to 2.7% within R200/2. The corresponding flux
UL shown in Table 1, 1.81× 10−9 cm−2 s−1, challenges the
ZPP-2 model. However, a slightly different choice of param-
eters can still circumvent this limit while reproducing the
1.4 GHz radio data (ZPP), e.g., in case of γtu = 3 and
αB = 0.4, the predicted gamma-ray flux above 100 MeV is
about 1.3×10−9 cm−2 s−1, whereas the UL hardly changes.

As explained above, an intriguing alternative is that
of an hybrid scenario where the hadronic component would
make up only the central part of the observed radio emission
(ZPP). If this would be the case, the more centrally peaked
PP and ZPP-100 models would still be a viable option, but
requiring that they do not over-shoot the radio emission
both at 1.4 GHz and at 352 MHz. Assuming B0 = 5 µG and
αB = 0.5 sets both the PP and ZPP-100 fluxes to be a factor
of about 0.1 of the theoretical expectations presented at the
beginning of this section, corresponding to a maximum CR
proton acceleration efficiency of about 5%. These are a fac-
tor of three lower than the Fermi-LAT ULs presented here.
However, there is a wide parameter space between a flat
profile (γtu ∼ 1) and a totally advection-dominated profile
(γtu ∼ 100), leaving room for a possible detection of pion-
decay emission in clusters with Fermi-LAT or Cherenkov
telescopes, in particular with the planned Cherenkov Tele-
scope Array (CTA).6 Indeed, if such an hybrid scenario were
realized in nature, the synergy of radio and gamma-ray ob-
servations would be very important in understanding the
relevance of CR protons in clusters, and also in breaking the
degeneracy with magnetic field estimates and radio model-
ing.

6 http://www.cta-observatory.org/
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Contribution to γ & ν backgrounds

• Use halo mass function dn/dM500 instead of luminosity function 

• Luminosity-mass relation L(M500) is unknown, but expected to 
be L ~ (M500)5/3 

• Correlation between γ and radio luminosities is expected 
(radio from synchrotron from secondary electrons) → radio 
measurements can be used for γ & ν!
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Contribution to γ & ν backgrounds

• Radio constraints are very tight, and clusters 
cannot contribute to γ & ν backgrounds strongly

Zandanel et al.: Gamma-ray and neutrino backgrounds from galaxy clusters
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Fig. 2. Total gamma-ray and neutrino intensities (right) due to hadronic interactions in galaxy clusters, for 100% of loud clusters,
and corresponding radio counts due to synchrotron emission from secondary electrons (left). From top to bottom, we plot the
cases with B ≫ BCMB, B = 1 µG and 0.5 µG, respectively. For comparison, the Fermi (The Fermi LAT collaboration 2014) and
IceCube (Aartsen et al. 2014b) data are shown in the panels on the right. The neutrino intensity is meant for all flavours. All the
plotted intensities respect NVSS radio counts and the gamma-ray upper limits on individual clusters. In the case with B = 1 µG
and αp = 2.4, B = 0.5 µG and αp = 2.2, 2.4, and for αp = 1.5, the radio counts respecting the gamma-ray and neutrino limits,
respectively, are below the y-scale range adopted for the panels on the left.
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Contribution to γ & ν backgrounds

• Radio constraints are very tight, and clusters 
cannot contribute to γ & ν backgrounds strongly
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and corresponding radio counts due to synchrotron emission from secondary electrons (left). From top to bottom, we plot the
cases with B ≫ BCMB, B = 1 µG and 0.5 µG, respectively. For comparison, the Fermi (The Fermi LAT collaboration 2014) and
IceCube (Aartsen et al. 2014b) data are shown in the panels on the right. The neutrino intensity is meant for all flavours. All the
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respectively, are below the y-scale range adopted for the panels on the left.
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Take-home message 1

• Fermi and IceCube found diffuse backgrounds of 
gamma rays and neutrinos, respectively 

• Star-forming and starburst galaxies can explain the 
IceCube neutrinos, if protons can be accelerated up 
to tens of PeV, as well as the IGRB 

• Clusters of galaxies, formerly believed to be a strong 
high-energy emitter, cannot contribute to the both 
backgrounds significantly, because of radio and 
gamma-ray constraints for individual sources (such as 
Coma)



Cross correlation with galaxy distribution 
Tomographic constraints on neutrinos

– 19 –

Fig. 3.— Map of counts observed by the Fermi LAT above 100 MeV using a Mollweide projection

in Galactic coordinates with a pixel scale of ⇡ 0.9�. The color scale is logarithmic. Overlaid is the

mask used in this analysis to exclude regions from the template fitting procedure (see Appendix C

for details).
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They must be, 
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galaxies trace dark 
matter distribution!
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Cross correlation between IGRB and galaxies

• Yet another probe of 
gamma-ray sources due to 
recent measurements of 
cross correlations between 
IGRB and galaxy catalogs 

• Originally proposed for 
dark matter annihilation 
(Ando et al., 2014) and 
was recently proven to be 
a strong probe 

• This can also be applied to 
any neutrino sources if 
they are of pp origin!

2

distribution of 2MASS galaxies can be written as [3]:

C
(�g)
` =

Z
d�

�2
W�(�)Wg(�)P�g (k = `/�,�) , (1)

where �(z) denotes the radial comoving distance,
Wi(�) represent the window functions described below,
P�g(k, z) is the three-dimensional cross power spectrum
(PS), k is the modulus of the wavenumber, and ` is the
multipole. Indices � and g refer to �-ray emitters and
extragalactic sources in 2MASS, respectively. In Eq. (1)
we used the Limber approximation [11], since P�g varies
(relatively) slowly with k.

The (di↵erential in energy) window function for �-ray
emission from DM annihilation W�(z) is [3]:

W a
� (z) =

(⌦DM⇢c)2 h�avi
8⇡mDM

2
(1 + z)3 �2(z)

dNa

dE�
e�⌧ [z,E�(z)],

(2)
where ⌦DM is the DM1 mean density in units of the
critical density ⇢c, �2(z) is the clumping factor, mDM

is the mass of the DM particles, and h�avi denotes the
velocity-averaged annihilation rate. dNa/dE� indicates
the number of photons produced per annihilation and
determines the �-ray energy spectrum. The exponential
damping quantifies the absorption due to extra-galactic
background light [13].

The window function for DM decay is [3]:

W d
� (z) =

⌦DM⇢c �d

4⇡mDM

dNd

dE�
e�⌧ [z,E�(z)] , (3)

where �d = 1/⌧d is the DM decay rate.
The window function of 2MASS galaxies is Wg(z) ⌘

H(z)/c dNg/dz and their redshift distribution dNg/dz is
[14]:

dNg

dz
(z) =

�

�(m+1
� )

zm

zm+1
0

exp

"
�
✓

z

z0

◆�
#
, (4)

with m = 1.90, � = 1.75 and z0 = 0.07.
The PS P�g in Eq. (1) is computed within the halo-

model framework, as the sum of a one-halo plus a two-
halo terms. For more details, see [3, 7]. Both the PS
and the clumping factor �2(z) in Eq. (2) depend on a
number of DM properties: the halo mass function, that
we take from Ref. [15], the halo density profile, for which
we assume a Navarro-Frenk-White model [16], the mini-
mum halo mass, that we set equal to 10�6M�, and the
halo mass-concentration relation c(M, z), that we adopt
from Ref. [17]. The theoretical uncertainty of these quan-
tities is rather small for halos larger than 1010 M�, be-
cause they can be constrained by observations and simu-
lations. Since the DM decay signal is mainly contributed

1
A 6-parameter flat ⇤CDM cosmological model is assumed with

the value of the parameters taken from Ref. [12].
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FIG. 1. Cross-correlation above 500 MeV for the best fit-
ting annihilating and decaying DM scenarios, compared to
the measured CCF. The curves are for DM particles of 100
GeV (200 GeV) annihilating (decaying) into bb̄. We show
the two annihilation models high and low with annihi-
lation rates h�avi = 2 ⇥ 10�26 cm3s�1 (blue-dashed) and
2.4 ⇥ 10�25 cm3s�1 (blue-solid), respectively, and a decay
model with lifetime ⌧ = 1.6⇥ 1027 s (red-dotted). The green
curve shows the CCF of the 1-halo correction term C1h. We
show the sum of this component and the DM CCF (in the
low scenario) with the black curve. The inset shows that
these DM models provide a subdominant contribution to the
observed IGRB spectrum [20].

by large structures, the theoretical predictions are rel-
atively robust. This is not the case for the annihilation
signal which is preferentially produced in small halos and
in substructures within large halos. Consequently, theo-
retical uncertainties on the annihilation signal are larger.
For the subhalo contribution we consider two scenarios
(low and high) to bracket theoretical uncertainty. The
low case follows the model of Ref. [18] (see their Eq. (2),
with a subhalo mass function dn/dMsub / M�2

sub). The
high scenario is taken from Ref. [19], with the halo mass-
concentration relation extrapolated down to low masses
as a power law.

In our CAPS model (Eq. 1), we add a constant term
C1h (one-halo correction term) to correct for possible un-
accounted correlations at very small-scales, within the
Fermi-LAT Point Spread Function (PSF). The value of
C1h will be determined by fitting the data, and we an-
ticipate that we find a C1h value compatible with zero.
Thus, the inclusion of this term does not change signif-
icantly the results. For an extensive discussion on this
term, see Refs. [5, 7].

Regis et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 241301 (2015)
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Application to neutrinos: Assumptions

1. Energy spectrum is power law

2. Source luminosity density evolves as power of 1+z

3. Sources trace underlying dark matter distribution 
in an unbiased way

dN

dE
/ E�↵

E / (1 + z)�, for z < 1.5

P�g(k, z) = b�bgPm(k, z) with b� = 1
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Dependence on α and δ
Soft spectrum
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Dependence on α and δ
Soft spectrum Fast evolution

Ando, Tamborra, Zandanel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 221101 (2015)



Constraints on gamma-ray luminosity density

Cross-correlation data give constraints tighter by up to 
1 order of magnitude! 

Ando, Tamborra, Zandanel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 221101 (2015)



Constraints on high-energy neutrinos

• Spectral constraints: α has 
to be smaller than ~2.2
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Constraints on high-energy neutrinos

• Spectral constraints: α has 
to be smaller than ~2.2

• Tomographic constraints:

• If δ is smaller than ~3, 
source with spectrum 
softer than E−2.1 is 
disfavored

Ando, Tamborra, Zandanel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 221101 (2015)



Constraints on high-energy neutrinos

• Spectral constraints: α has 
to be smaller than ~2.2

• Tomographic constraints:

• If δ is smaller than ~3, 
source with spectrum 
softer than E−2.1 is 
disfavored

• If δ ~ 4, both spectral and 
tomographic data give 
comparable constraints

Ando, Tamborra, Zandanel, Phys. Rev. Lett. 115, 221101 (2015)



Possible pp sources
Star-forming/starburst galaxies

Clusters of galaxies
• Cosmic rays accelerated through large-scale-structure shocks or 

provided by sources (AGNs, galaxies) 
• In both cases, δ is very small (i.e., clusters are found only in low-z)

• No direct measurement of δ yet 
• Infrared luminosity density suggests 

δ ~ 3−4

The PEP HerMES Luminosity Function 23

density of spiral galaxies decreases rapidly at z>0.5, while
that of SF-AGN stays nearly constant at 0.5<

⇠ z<
⇠ 2.5, largely

dominating in that redshift range. Starburst galaxies never
dominate, while the number density of the bright AGN (both
AGN1 and AGN2) increases with redshift, from ⇠10�4 Mpc�3

at z⇠0 to ⇠1–2⇥10�3 Mpc�3 at z⇠3. At higher redshifts
the AGN population largely dominates the number density.
If the overall contribution to the IR luminosity density
(⇢IR) from the AGN components of galaxies is small, ⇢IR
can be considered as a proxy of the SFR density (⇢SFR).
As a further check, we have therefore studied the evolu-
tion of the SF-AGN population (which dominates the distri-
bution of sources) by dividing this class into SF-AGN(SB)

and SF-AGN(Spiral) sub-classes and studying their evolu-
tion separately. Indeed, we have found di↵erent evolution-
ary paths for the two populations, the former dominat-
ing at higher redshifts and showing a behaviour similar to
that of AGN-dominated sources (e.g. AGN1 and AGN2), the
latter dominating at intermediate redshifts (between z⇠1
and 2), rising sharply from z⇠2 toward the lower redshifts
and decreasing, while the spiral population rises at z<

⇠ 1.
These evolutionary trends, in terms of number and lumi-
nosity density, have been reported in Fig. 18 as orange
dot-dot-dot-dashed (SF-AGN(SB)) and dark-green dashed
(SF-AGN(Spiral)) curves.
Galaxies following the SFR–mass relation are always domi-
nant over the o↵-MS population, at all redshifts (although
their space density decreases with increasing z, as well as
the “global” number density), while the number density of
the latter population remains nearly constant between z⇠0.8
and z⇠2.2.
In all the mass bins, the trends with redshift of the galaxy
number densities are similar to the “global” one, decreasing
at higher redshifts, although with slightly di↵erent slopes
for the di↵erent mass intervals. The number densities of
low mass galaxies (8.5<log(M/M�)<10), reported in the
top right panel of Fig. 18, have been computed by inte-
grating the best-fitting modified Schechter function only
to z⇠2, since data were not enough to derive reliable fits
at higher redshifts. To this redshift, these sources outnum-
ber the higher mass ones, although they fall steeply above
z⇠1, when they reach about the same volume density of
higher mass galaxies (10<log(M/M�)<11). Massive objects
(log(M/M�)>11) never dominate (always below 5 per cent)
the total number density.

The total IR LF allows a direct estimate of the total
comoving IR luminosity density (⇢IR) as a function of z,
which is a crucial tool for understanding galaxy formation
and evolution. Although ⇢IR can be converted to a SFR
density (⇢SFR) under the assumption that the SFR and LIR

quantities are connected by the Kennicutt (1998) relation,
before doing that we must be sure that the total IR lu-
minosity is produced uniquely by star-formation, without
contamination from an AGN. The SED decomposition and
separation into AGN and SF contributions show a negligible
contribution to LIR (<10 per cent) from the AGN in most
of the SF-AGN, and a SF component dominating the far-
IR even in the majority of more powerful AGN (AGN1 and
AGN2). Here we prefer to speak in terms of ⇢IR rather than
of ⇢SFR, since, especially at high redshift – where the AGN-
dominated sources are more numerous – the conversion of
⇢IR could represent only an upper limit to ⇢SFR. Note, how-

Figure 17. Redshift evolution of the total IR luminosity den-
sity (⇢IR, obtained by integrating the Schechter functions that
best reproduce the total IR LF down to log(L/L�)=8) to z=4.
The results of integrating the best-fitting curve for our observed
total IR LF in each z-bin are shown as black filled circles (the
grey filled area is the ±1� uncertainty locus) and compared with
estimates from previous mid-IR surveys (magenta filled area, Le
Floc’h et al. 2005; orange filled triangles, Caputi et al. 2007; blue
open triangles, Rodighiero et al. 2010a; and green open circles,
Magnelli et al. 2011). The upward pointing arrow in the highest-z
bin means that, due to the large fraction of photometric redshifts
and the fact that the PEP selection might miss high-z sources,
our 3.0<z<4.2 ⇢IR estimate is likely to be a lower limit.

ever, that since this population is never dominant in our IR
survey, we do not expect that contamination related to ac-
cretion activity occurring in these objects (mainly at high-z)
can significantly a↵ect the results in terms of ⇢SFR.

In Fig. 17 we show ⇢IR estimated from our total IR LF
and compare it with results obtained from previous IR sur-
veys (Le Floc’h et al. 2005; Caputi et al. 2007; Rodighiero
et al. 2010a; Magnelli et al. 2011). In the common redshift
intervals (0<

⇠ z<
⇠ 2–2.5), we find very close agreement with

previous results based on IR data, especially with the Mag-
nelli et al. (2011) derivation. As well as previous findings, ⇢IR
from PEP shows the rapid rise from z⇠0 to z⇠1, followed
by a flattening at higher redshifts. The indications from our
survey are that the intermediate redshift flattening is fol-
lowed by a high redshift decline, which starts around z⇠3.
From our data, ⇢IR evolves as (1+z)3.0±0.2 up to z⇠1.1, as
(1+z)�0.3±0.1 from z⇠1.1 to z⇠2.8, then as (1+z)�6.0±0.9

up to z⇠4.
In the bottom panels of Fig. 18 we plot the di↵erent con-

tributions to ⇢IR from the di↵erent SED populations (left),
from the on- and o↵-MS sources (middle) and from the dif-
ferent mass intervals. We notice a predominance of spiral–
SED galaxies only at low redshifts (z<0.5–0.6), when SF-AGN

begin to dominate ⇢IR up to z⇠2.5. The starburst SED
galaxies are never the prevalent population, although their
contribution to ⇢IR increases rapidly from the local Universe
to z⇠1, then keeps nearly constant to z⇠2.5, to decrease
at higher redshifts. The SF-AGN(SB) and SF-AGN(Spiral)

contributions to ⇢IR show opposite trends, with the former
sharply increasing towards the higher redshifts (dominat-
ing at z>2), and the latter prevailing between z⇠1 and ⇠2,
then dropping at higher redshifts. AGN1 and AGN2 start dom-

c� 2012 RAS, MNRAS 000, 2–29
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What if blazars explain most IGRB data?

• Blazars might be responsible 
for ~85% of IGRB spectrum 
above 50 GeV (Fermi-LAT, 
1511.00693) 

• If so, only very hard sources 
(α ~ 2) are allowed as the 
origin of the IceCube 
neutrinos 

• Maybe such hard sources are 
disfavoured by IceCube 
data?? 

• If so, any pp sources are 
highly disfavoured
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FIG. 1. The �-ray (red lines) and per-flavor neutrino (black lines) contribution of the hadronic emission model following Eq. (1)
with � = 2.5. We show the contribution of direct and cascaded � rays separately as dashed and dotted lines, respectively. In
the left plot the emission is normalized according to the best-fit of the combined neutrino data [1] in the 25 TeV to 2.8 PeV
energy range (grey-shaded area). The corresponding total �-ray emission is only marginally consistent with the isotropic �-ray
background (IGRB). In the right plot we show the same model normalized to the best-fit 14% non-blazar emission in the
0.05� 1 TeV EGB (red-shaded area).

associated to BL Lac type blazars. In addition to the in-
dividually resolved 2FHL sources, which comprise ⇠ 40
percent of the total EGB intensity, the flux distribution
of sources fainter than the detection threshold of about
8⇥ 10�12 ph cm�2 s�1 has been constrained by the sta-
tistical distribution of individual photons [30]. Specif-
ically, the number of spatial pixels containing varying
numbers of photons can provide information of the num-
ber of sources at fluxes down to about 1.3 ⇥ 10�12 ph
cm�2 s�1. The 2FHL catalog sources and pixel counting
method together yield a best-fit flux distribution which
is well parameterized by a broken power law with a flux
break in the range [0.8, 1.5] ⇥ 10�11 ph cm�2 s�1 and a
slope above and below the break equal to ↵1 = 2.50 and
↵2 2 [1.60, 1.75], with dN/dS / S�↵.

The integral of this flux distribution is 2.07+0.40
�0.34⇥10�9

ph cm�2 s�1 sr�1 compared to the total EGB intensity
above 50 GeV of (2.40±0.3)⇥10�9 ph cm�2 s�1 sr�1. In
other words, blazars comprise 86+16

�14% of the total EGB
intensity [30]. The best-fit cumulative intensity of resid-
ual emission, from both discrete extragalactic sources and
truly di↵use processes, is 14%, corresponding to an in-
tensity of 3.3 ⇥ 10�10 ph cm�2 s�1 sr�1 above 50 GeV.
Taking uncertainties into account, the allowed range for
the non-blazar EGB component is at the level of 28%
(6.6⇥ 10�10 ph cm�2 s�1 sr�1).

Cumulative �-ray and neutrino flux from SFGs—The
hadronic emission of SFGs is thought to originate from
CR interactions in interstellar space, analogous to the
di↵use emission observed from our own Galaxy. The res-
idency time of CRs in given galaxy is determined by the

timescale of di↵usive escape, transport by advective out-
flows, and hadronic interactions with ambient gas. If the
loss time is dominated by di↵usive escape, the hadronic
emission follows a dN/dE ⇠ E�↵�� spectrum where ↵ is
the e↵ective index of the injected CR nucleon spectrum
and � is the index of the energy dependence of the di↵u-
sion tensor. Typical values are � ' 1 (Bohm), � ' 1/2
(Kraichnan) or � ' 1/3 (Kolmogorov). Note that if CRs
are accelerated in multiple source populations with di↵er-
ent rigidity cuto↵s and mass compositions, the resulting
e↵ective nucleon spectrum can have additional spectral
features.

On the other hand, starburst galaxies, a subset of SFGs
that undergo an episode of vigorous star formation in
their central regions, have gas densities that are much
higher than observed in quiescent galaxies [37, 38]. Dif-
fusion in starburst galaxies might also become weaker
due to strong magnetic turbulence [39, 40], while advec-
tive processes might be enhanced [41]. Since losses by
inelastic collisions and advection are nearly independent
of energy, the hadronic emission of starbursts is expected
to follow more closely the injected CR nucleon spectrum,
E�↵. Indeed, the nearby starburst galaxies M82 and
NGC 253 both exhibit relatively hard �-ray spectral in-
dices in the GeV to TeV energy range of 2.1 to 2.3 [42–44].
Due to the harder emission and a higher pion production
e�ciency, the starburst subset is predicted to dominate
the total di↵use �-ray emission of SFGs beyond a few
GeV [27]. Provided that the CR accelerators in starburst
galaxies are capable of reaching per nucleon energies ex-
ceeding 20�30 PeV, the hadronic emission can also con-

Bechtol et al., 1511.00688



Exception: Hidden pp sources?
3

decay, we obtain the cooling break energies:

Eπ(1)
ν,cb = 30 GeV, (1)

Eπ(2)
ν,cb = 100 GeV, (2)

corresponding to E′(1)
π,cb and E′(2)

π,cb. The dependence on the

jet parameters is given by E−1
j Γ7

bθ
2
j tjt2v and (ϵe+ϵB)−1Γb

for Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively. We note that the first
break energy is strongly sensitive to the value of Γb (it
is less severe if one assumes Γb ∼ θ−1

j , following RMW).
This means that the model is quite uncertain, but at the
same time, that the detection of neutrinos could precisely
constrain the Lorentz factor of the jet.

The neutrino spectrum from kaon decays is much more
favorable, for three reasons. First, radiative cooling is
much less efficient than for pions, since kaons are heavier
and the radiative cooling timescale is t′rc ∝ m4. Sec-
ond, the kaon lifetime is a factor ∼ 2 shorter. Third, a
larger mass also shortens the particle lifetime because of
a smaller Lorentz factor at fixed energy. Thus the cooling
breaks of kaons occur at much higher energies:

EK(1)
ν,cb = 200 GeV, (3)

EK(2)
ν,cb = 20, 000 GeV, (4)

where the scaling is the same as Eqs. (1) and (2). The
maximum energy Eν,max = ΓbE′

K,max/2 is only slightly
above the second break for a canonical parameter set, al-
though this could be changed for other parameter choices.
Measurement of the sharp edge of the neutrino spectrum
would be a sensitive test of the maximum proton energy,
and hence the physical conditions in the jet.

Neutrino Burst Detection.—We first estimate the nor-
malization of the neutrino spectrum, evaluating the flu-

ence at the first break energy, Fν,0 ≡ Fν(E(1)
ν,cb). Assum-

ing efficient energy conversion from protons to mesons,
and that half of the mesons are charged, we obtain

Fν,0 =
⟨n⟩Bν

8

Ej

2πθ2
jd

2 ln(E′
p,max/E′

p,min)

1

E(1)2
ν,cb

, (5)

where d is the source distance, ⟨n⟩ is the meson multiplic-
ity (1 for pions and 0.1 for kaons), Bν is the branching
ratio of the decay into neutrino mode (1 for pions and 0.6
for kaons), and the factor ln(E′

p,max/E′
p,min) normalizes

the proton spectrum to the jet energy. For canonical pa-
rameter choices and for a nearby source at d = 10 Mpc,
Fν,0 becomes 5 × 10−2 and 5 × 10−5 GeV−1 cm−2, for
neutrinos from pion and kaon decays, respectively. The
parameter dependence is E3

j Γ−14
b θ−6

j t−2
j t−4

v d−2.
We calculated the expected signal from one supernova

neutrino burst, using the code ANIS (All Neutrino In-
teraction Generator) [11]. We neglect the effects of neu-
trino oscillations, as they are below the uncertainties of
the model. Figure 2(a) shows the event spectrum from

FIG. 2: (a) Event spectrum of neutrino-produced muons from
a supernova at 10 Mpc in a 1 km3 detector. Contributions
from π

± and K
± decays are shown as dotted and dashed

curves, and the total as a solid curve. The atmospheric neu-
trino background is shown for comparison; it is evaluated for
1 day and within a circle of 3◦ radius. (b) The same, but
cumulative event number above a given energy.

the muon neutrinos and antineutrinos from a supernova
at 10 Mpc, and in Fig. 2(b), we show the yields above
a given energy. We used a detector effective area of 1
km2, which is reasonable for IceCube in the case of up-
going muons [12]. We took into account the muon range,
which effectively enlarges the detector volume, and eval-
uated the muon energy when it enters the detector if it is
produced outside, or at the production point otherwise.
Since the spectrum of neutrinos from pions falls steeply,
their expected event spectrum is also steep, and there-
fore, if we lower the threshold, many more events would
be expected, as shown in Fig. 2(b). The spectrum of
neutrinos from kaons, on the other hand, is much flatter,
making them the dominant component at high energies.

If we take 100 GeV as the threshold muon energy for
IceCube (for a transient point source), we expect about
30 events from a core-collapse supernova at 10 Mpc,
mostly from kaons. (If the proton spectral index is not
−2.0, but is instead −1.5 or −2.5, the expected number
of events is 40 or 3, respectively.) These events cluster
in a 10 s time bin and a ∼ 3◦ angular bin surrounding
the supernova, which allows very strong rejection of at-
mospheric neutrino backgrounds. If the source is farther
and the expected number only a few events, then we may
use a more conservative time bin, e.g., a 1-day bin cor-
related with optical observations, considering the time
uncertainty between the neutrino burst and an optical
supernova. The atmospheric neutrino background for 1

Ando, Beacom, astro-ph/0502521
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FIG. 5: Top panel: Diffuse intensity for one neutrino flavor
after flavor oscillations as a function of the energy and for
ζSN = 1, 10, and 100%, plotted with a dashed, solid and dot-
dashed line, respectively. The blue band and the black data
points correspond to the best fit power-law model and the Ice-
Cube data from Ref. [20]. ζSN = 100% is incompatible with
the current IceCube data, while ζSN = 10% is marginally al-
lowed. Bottom panel: Partial contributions to the diffuse neu-
trino intensity for one neutrino flavor from different regimes
of Γb, for ζSN = 10%. As Γb increases, the neutrino spectrum
peaks at larger neutrino energies.

become more stringent in the next future at the light of
the increasing statistics of the IceCube data sets.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The most likely scenario explaining the formation of
the long-duration astrophysical bursts is the development
of a jet out of a black hole or an accretion disk, soon
after the core collapse of a supernova. However, obser-
vational evidence suggests that only a small fraction of
supernovae evolves in high-luminosity gamma-ray bursts
with highly-relativistic jets. Probably, softer jets, non-
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FIG. 6: Contour plot the allowed abundance of choked bursts
expressed as a fraction of the local supernova rate that goes
in choked jets, ζSN, and as a function of the jet energy Ẽj .
The yellow region is compatible with the IceCube data [20]
and the dark green one is excluded; the light green region is
marginally compatible.

visible or scarcely visible electromagnetically, could orig-
inate from the remaining optically thick supernova heirs.
These objects are possibly even more abundant that the
ones leading to visible gamma-ray bursts and are known
as choked gamma-ray bursts.

In this paper, we study the supernova–gamma-ray
burst connection, by assuming that successful high-
luminosity gamma-ray bursts and choked jets originate
from the same class of sources having core-collapse super-
novae as common progenitors. We hypothesize that the
local rate of such sources decreases as the Lorentz boost
factor Γb increases. In order to investigate the neutrino
emission from this class of astrophysical jets, we define a
general neutrino emission model, including hadronuclear
and photomeson interactions as well as cooling processes
for mesons and protons. For simplicity, we assume that
successful and choked bursts have identical jet properties
except for the Lorenz factor Γb.

We find that the neutrino fluence peaks in different en-
ergy ranges according to the Lorenz boost factor, rang-
ing from TeV energies for low-Γb bursts to PeV energies
for high-Γb bursts. The neutrino production in low-Γb

jets is mainly due to hadro-nuclear interactions, while it
is mainly determined by photon-meson interactions for
bursts with high-Γb.

The high-energy neutrino flux currently observed by
the IceCube telescope could be generated, especially in
the PeV region, from bursts with intermediate values of
Γb with respect to the typical ones of choked and bright
GRBs: Γb ∈ [10, 130]. Such sources with intermediate
values of Γb are optically thick, therefore not or scarcely
visible in photons, and pp and pγ interactions are both
effective for what concerns the neutrino production.

Tamborra, Ando, 1512.01559

GRB-like jets, but richer with baryons (i.e., slower jets and optically thick): 
hence cannot be identified with gamma rays



Take-home message 2

• New tomographic constraints are obtained with the 
galaxy-gamma cross-correlation measurements 

• They exclude soft sources with relatively slow 
redshift evolution much more strongly than spectral 
constraints 

• Sources with fast evolution (including starbursts) are 
still allowed, but they must have hard spectrum (E−2)



Three constraints discussed

SFG/SB Galaxy 
clusters

Other pp 
sources Conclusion

Gamma-ray 
(non)detection ✓ ✓ SB prefrred

Radio number 
count ✓ Clusters 

disfavored

Cross 
correlation 

with galaxies
✓ ✓ ✓

SB preferred; 
Clusters 

disfavored



Conclusions
• Interesting era for high-energy gamma-ray and neutrino 

astrophysics 

• Study of astrophysical sources that contribute to the 
backgrounds started going into more quantitative 
argument 

• Coherent picture of gamma rays and neutrinos and 
their interplay are important 

• This might also lead to groundbreaking discovery of 
new physics (e.g., dark matter annihilation)!


